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RECENT AUSTRALIAN SCULPTURE 

by John Dowie 

It is about five years since the Directors of the Australian National Galleries first 
considered a comprehensive exhibition of Australian Sculpture. The years have 
passed and the original intention has been changed and modified, largely as a result 
of a number of collections that have been brought together since that time. 

The first Adelaide Festival showed sculpture which inspired Ernst Van Hattam to 
inaugurate the two very successful competitions at Mildura, and these in turn have 
influenced the form of the present collection touring Australia. Sponsored by the 
Commonwealth Art Advisory Board, and bearing the ti tle "Recen t Australian 
Sculpture" it was seen in Adelaide during August a t the National Gallery. 

As the title indicates, the retrospective part of the original concept has dwindled and 
is now a vestige in the form of a photographic background to the modern works 
which in turn show a marked bias towards the non-figurative. This is not necessarily 
a fault or entirely the doing of the selectors, as a good many of our best sculptors are 
absorbed by this aspect of sculpture, but the organiser, Mr. Gordon Thomson, of 
the National Gallery of Victoria, has clearly defined views concerning what is valid 
in contemporary work, and his taste and personality are stamped on the collection. 

This selectiveness is a modern tendency and a natural one for a gallery man as it 
leads to a show which is a work of art in itself, unified and dramatic. You can't 
have it both ways, and this splendid exhibition is a convincing argument for this 
kind of selection. 

One can't help feeling though, that there would be much interest in a truly compre
hens.ive display where orthodoxy was not implied, and the visitor was given the 
opportunity to make his own choice. There are some notable gaps in this show: 
Hoff, Mayo, Cohn, Meszaros, Bass, Leckie, Beadle and Dadswell are some that come 
to mind. To be fair , Mr. Thomson refers appreciatively to severa l of those sculptors 
in his beautiful catalogue, and Bass. and Dadswell are represented by photographs. 

T he arrangement of the pieces at the gallery, was, as usual, well and imaginatively 
done, but the even shadowless lighting, so suitable for pictures, is not so for sculpture, 
and this led to a flatness in general effect. Directional lighting would have greatly 
improved the liveliness of the show. 

Comparison was invited with the recent British Exhibition, and the Australian offer
ing stood up to it very well. There is no doubt that this is a fully professional show, 
mature in concept and execution. T here is perhaps a coldness in much of our 
work, and the best pieces are not of the same order as the best British, but on the 
other hand, there was nothing fatuous about it and the same could not be said of 
some of the British exhibits . 
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The standard of finish and p resenta tion too was good, and far outclassed many of 
the pieces in an Italian exhibition which was here a few years ago. I recall several 
of these actually flapping as I moved past them, and a bronze head by M arini was 
secured to a deal post by an ordinary s-teel screw through the top of the head! 
This does not mean that we cannot learn from the Italians, for to tell the truth, 
there is a monotony about our work. Much talen t and serious intent, but too little 
enjoyment or inspiration. Art is a sensuous thing and there is a limit to the interes t 
of ingeniously textured surfaces. We could do with a bit more animal vigour. 
In this respect, Max Lyles' "Fine Bird", an immense explosion of crumpled s-teel, 
was the piece of the show. Although some of his effect was probably fortuitous, he 
has at one throw, captured something elusive and exciting, and fuller of sculptura l 
quality than all the skills and elaborations of Lenton Parr and Norma R edpath. 
The list of pieces worthy of comment is too long to attempt here and to those who 
missed the exhibition I recommend that you get a copy of the catalogue, which a t 
four shillings is wonderful value, and an important addition to your library. 
The exhibition, as I have suggested perhaps too insistently, has its faults. I for one 
would like to see a lot more interest in figurative work. Abstraction is a chilly 
business. Art has much in common with dreaming and like the dream, draws its 
power from images. Without these it is impotent like Sampson shorn. Nevertheless, 
this is a fine and inspiring collection and one that is bound to have a wide impact 
on artists and public alike. 

BOMBAY OR ADELAIDE? 
T he Judging Panel of the Exhibition noted with regret that very few of the leading 
artists of Bombay had sent in their p aintings for the Exhibition. Considering that 
the Bombay Art Society has over several decades performed a pioneering task not 
merely in encouraging the development of artistic talent but in creating a wider 
appreciation of Art in the public of Bombay, the Panel felt that leading I ndian ar tists 
should consider it their d uty to submit some of their work for the Annual Exhibition, 
bearing, if so desired, the label " not for competition" . 
2. One principal reason why most of the leading artists have ceased to partici
pate active ly in the Bombay Art Society's Annual Exhibition is that the art- loving 
public of Bombay has become sufficiently numerous for these artists to successfully 
hold one man shows where they can sell a la rge number of paintings wi thout 
difficulty. In addition, some of them may feel averse to putting their works in 
competition with those of yo unger men or even of their colleagues. 
3. To overcome these objections, the Judging Panel came to the conclusion that, 
in future , the Bombay Art Society should each year reserve a definite section for 
the exhibition of what may be termed "guest art ists", representing already established 
leading artists, whether classical, traditional, impressionist, expressionist or of one 
of the contemporary schools. While the exh ibits in this section would be non
competitive, their presence at the Annual Art Exhibition would serve to show the 
public as also visitors to India the prevai li ng high standards of painting in India 
These standards cannot be discerned from the current exhibition, where in spite 
of some talent, the average exhibits are of a much lower order than can be considered 
typical of art in India today. 
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CHARLES BLACKMAN 

and 

JOHN SHAW NEILSON 

by MAX HARRIS 

When Charles Blackman chose to illustrate john Shaw Neilson m the 
AUSTRALIAN LETTERS "Poets and Artists" serzes he made th e surprising 
disclosure that he had> in a sense> already been illustrating Neilson for many years. 

It is not ge nerally known that Neilson> with his poems about schoolgirls> with his 
near-blindness (a fat e shared by Blackman's wife Barbara) and his extraordinary 

perceptions of colour provided the source of the imagery for many of Blackman>s 
paintings. In the following article Max Harris fill s in the background of Neilson>s 

hard> simple life> and discusses Neilson>s "sensory> obsessive" world. 

Shaw Neilson's life is well documented largely because of the enthusiasm and dedica
tion of the Queensland poet, James, Devaney, with whom Shaw Neilson spent his 
declining years. In 1934 Devaney persuaded the poet to produce some biographical 
details of his long and arduous life. This Shaw Neilson did with an enormous will. 
During 1934 he "began a long series of letters or chapters on his own life in detail , 
which continued at intervals during 1934, sometimes as much as seventy pages in a 
single instalment". 
In 1944 James Devaney published selections from these memoirs, plus his own 
discursive reminiscences of the poet. 
It is a strange, indeed bleak life in the literary sense. It seems that Shaw Neilson 
had no familiarity with the standard literary works: Robert Burns and Thomas 
Hood are the only acknowledged influences. Of his Australian contemporaries he 
admitted some acquaintance with and admiration for Furnley Maurice and Bernard 
O 'Dowd, but with the typical Shaw Neilson reservation : "I see at once the bad or 
harsh word". He took little or no part in literary affairs. The disposition of his 
poetry was handled by A. J. Stephens of Th e Bulletin . He had barely anything 
to say in the way of illumination of his own poetry. Asked which of his poems he 
thought to be his best, Shaw Neilson selected "Flight of the Weary" , but added 
the inevitable rider, " I dare say a man can't judge his own stuff". 
Shaw Neilson's life adds up to the typical span of an Australian bush worker during 
"the hard years" . It is an account of work, poverty, sickness, family loyalties and 
family tragedies, a grinding monotone of "battling" unalleviated in John Shaw 
Neilson's case even by marriage and passion, for he led a completely sexless life . 
Such a biography is interesting for the light it throws on bush life in the first forty 
years of this century. It is also interesting because it rl.oes, unconsciously and in an 
uncomplicated way, demonstrate the elementary poetic processes at work, the way 
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m which the senses stir 1erbal rhythms in the mind. Neilson's life and poetry 
demonstra te the sensory ongm of certain preoccupations m imagery. 

* 
Shaw Neilson's father, John , emigrated from Scotland to Portland in Victoria in 
1853 moving up country to take on jobs as an unskilled bush worker. He married 
Margaret McKinnon at Penola, in South Australia, in 1871. The event took place, 
as James Devaney points out, in the same little church where Adam Lindsay Gordon 
and Maggie Park had been married less than ten years before. 
John Sha'' Neilson was born at Penola, February 22, 1872. Formed by the kind 
of cheerless hungry life bush workers experienced at the time, Shaw Neilson's mother 
was a primitive Presbyterian, doom-obsessed, a characteristic religious zealot. John 
Neilson ,,·as a worthy struggling artisan. During nine years at Penola he acquired 
four other children who could sca rcely be fed on bush \\·orker's wages, and in 1881 
he shifted across the border to Minimay to attempt to work his own block of 
land. It vvas during this period John Shaw Neilson acq uired his only elements of 
formal education, 15 months' schooling at Penola. and a further 12 months at 
Minimay. 

The luck inevitably went against John Neilson. After eight years of battling at 
Minimay the family left for Nhill, defeated by the depredations of the dingo. 
At this time Shaw Neilson was 17 years of age and had begun his first shy exercises 
in poetry, an interest which he shared ,,·ith his father. The years in the Central 
Malice brought John Neilson and his brood no nearer affluence than had the youth
ful years at Penola and Minimay. Father and son took on casual work-fencing, 
road making, wheat clearing, and periods of just carrying the swag in search of 
work . The years \\·ent on in this pattern in an unbroken way. One solitary event 
enlived the daily grind. In 1893, both father and son entered poems in the Austra
li an Natives Association literary competitions, John Neilson winning a prize in the 
Senior Section, Sha,,· Neilson a prize in the Junior Section. 
In 1895 the Neilsons made another attempt at farming. Even worse luck dogged 
this ventu re at Sea Lake. Bad seasons, rabbits, bush fires, water shortage, and in 
1897 Shaw Neilson's mother died of typhoid fever. But in the middle of this woeful 
saga of indigence and morta lity one event occurred which determined the calibre 
of all the years to come: Th e BulLetin published a rather bad Paterson ian poem 
called "Polly and Dad in The Spring Cart". It was five years before his next 
poem appeared. 

With his family dispersed, his two sisters working at the Sea Lake pub, the turn 
of the century came, and Shaw Neilson was thirty years of age, still a penniless 
itinerant labourer, and though he had begun writing in earnest he was still by no 
means a poet in terms of publication or reputation. 
The biographical story continues in this unchanging vein as year after year turned 
over. His sister Maggie died in 1903 : his 0\m eyes deteriorated so that his sister 
Jessie had to do all his writing for him until she died in 1907. Indeed it was not 
until 1912 that he could raise sufficient money to get to Melbourne to see an oculist. 
At the age of 67 John Neilson married again. Shaw Neilson's surviving sister, Annie 
married ; his brother Bill suffered a manic-depressive breakdown- it is a wonder 
that the hypochondriacal and half-blinded poet saw the distance to that fateful 
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year of 1916 when he gave up trying to acquire and work a selection for ever. 
Forty-four years old, a poet only through episodic journal publication, no slim volume 
to consolidate the slightest of reputations, he now spen t seven more years, the worst 
of his life, in the grim hunt up and down the country for casual manual labour. H e 
helped his fa ther who was battling on a block at Chinkapook, he worked the grapes 
and oranges at Mildua, he did pick and shovel work on excava tion jobs, he borrowed 
a fe w quid for his fa ther's funeral in 1922, then more work, burr-cutting, pea
picking, quarry digging, sewer laying. 
But all this, and with hi s chronic nervous indigestion as well, must have been 
rendered faintly more tolerable by the existence of the slender volume- H eart of 
S pring- which appeared belatedly in 1919. 
At least it brought him into some kind of frail contact with the literary world of 
the day. In 1924 a reception was held in Melbourne for Mary Gilmore and him
self. Among such notabilities as Vance and Nettie Palmer, Louis Lavater, Marie 
Pitt and others, the navvy-poet felt no thing bu t an irresistible desire to withdraw 
into his shell. 

I get on all right with two or three people, but thirty or forty make m e very nervous. 
I find 1 have nothing to say, and besides, m y English is always deplorable: and most 
of th ese people were jJretty well educated. I think most of th e guests came to see 
Ma ry Gilmore. 

It was a more rewarding experience when he worked his way up to Sydney in 1927 
to meet at last his original mentor, A. G. Stephens. H ere the fraternity of Christopher 
Brennan, M ary Gilmore, John le Gay Brereton and A. G. Stephens proved more 
sympathetic : his bushman's lack of sophistication did not seem so out of place in 
the ebullient and semi-Bohemian Sydney scene. 

But these were only a couple of days in a lifetime of slogging, and Neilson went 
back to a final bout of bush work alternating with unemployment in a M elbourne 
that was sensing the onset of a great economic Depression. Although by now Shaw 
Neilson had published a third book of verse his down-and-out condition was so 
appalling that he concealed himself from all litera ry acquaintances in M elbourne. 
" I was," he wrote, "very poorly dressed." 

At last, in 1928, the poet who had now slowly built up a widespread lyric reputation, 
achieved his one and only ea rthly reward. For the first time in his life, at 56 years 
of age, he got a permanent job. Mr. John Shaw Neilson, navvy, became Mr. John 
Shaw Neilson, messenger in the office of the Country Roads Board, Melbourne. 
Salary £4 I 10 I- per week. H e held this job down for thirteen years, hating the 
city and everything in it. In 1934, R. H. Croll edited the Collected Poem s, but Shaw 
Neilson lived on in the kind of obscurity that attends the incurable " loner". 

In 1941 James Devaney brought him up to Brisbane for his final years . H e was then 
a thin, frail figure , arriving at the Brisbane railway sta tion in a dressing gown 
from which he refused to part even in a Brisbane restaurant. He was by this time 
an old eccentric, an incurable hypochondriac spending his time in an endless round 
of quacks, perpetually weighing himself, and hopelessly addicted to a particu larly 
"vile commercial soft drink" , the only fluid he would consen t to drink. H e was 
gentle but crazy, and the tenderness and care of the Devaneys brought him the 
human contact that for seventy years he had failed to find . 
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But it was too late. On May 12, 1942, John Shaw Neilson died. 
A life of nagging poverty and endless work does not provide the kind of biographical 
material one would expect to lead to poetry. How can the man and his life help 
to illuminate certain aspects of the poetry? With John Shaw Neilson \\e discover 
from his life and personality a kind of negative illumination, the limits of h is area 
of poetic acti,-ity, the nai\ety of his psychology, and the fundamentalism of his 
themes. 
T here was little one could describe as prepossessing abo ut Shaw Neilson's physical 
attributes . On first meeting him, J ames Devaney records a man with a seemingly 
detached air, a limp handshake ("he took no care of his hands" ), a face thin and 
alive, with good eyes and a noticeable occipital development. He was a poor talker, 
but despite a lifetime spent with the bush working classes and his minimal formal 
education, he spoke correct English. H e had no li terary ego, no obsessive concern 
abou t either the fact of his writing poetry nor the minor reputation it had achieved 
in sophisticated li terary circles . It merely ga,-e him a naif and innocent pleasure 
that this should be so. H e was a non-smoker, a non-drinker, he had no specifically 
strong interests and few intellectual convictions. This personal colourlessness 
extended to his social relationships. Both in society as an employee he was concerned 
above all else no t to antagonise people. 

H e was the typical isolate in one sense, but not in another. The iso late lives in a 
world of private thoughts and unrea l speculation. The usual iso late lives a life of 
the mind in which the intellectual processes are uncontrolled . They are not modified 
by communica tion from outside. 

As. far as one can see, Neilson was anything but a bush eccentric, the "hatter", 
the man driven by loneliness to address long philosophical speeches to fence posts. 
H e was if anything a more than usually conventiona l man with more than usually 
conventional views for a bush personality. His tendencies were introspective, but not 
apparently speculative . All that Shaw Neilson himself had to ; ay on this subjective 
theme was: "For the last 25 years I have been able to read scarcely anything, and 
nobody reads to me. I am therefore shut in a world of my own. I have no chance 
of studying the language or 11·orks of other poets. When a critic says that I become 
monotonous, and that I have a very limited range of words, he is not far from the 
truth" . 

Shut in a world of his own. What kind of world? It was above all a sensory and 
obsessive world . I t was a world of the eyes and the ears . 

Hypochondria is a complaint which is not peculia r to people of obsessive egoism 
and hysterical disposition. I t is quite often the refuge of the h ighly conven tional 
and calmly self-contained personali ty who allows h imself no ou tlets for the p ressures 
of life . Shaw Neilson was. hypochondriacal even as a yo ung man when he suffered 
nervous indigestion. T his hypochondria became comica lly extreme in old age. It is 
fairly clear that the obsessions of his "shut-in" world determined his view of life. 
Out in the world there exi ted youth, love, spring, children, gaiety, song a nd vita lity. 
But like K eats, turning to his own private world, he saw deep into that core of 
"e ternal fierce destruction". His own role in the world may no t have been that of 
the angel of death, but certainly of an emissary. The seemingly fatalistic artisan 
in Shaw Neilson concealed a death-tormented black-winged destroyer. The usual 
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primitive lyrist rarely achieves depths or communicates ha un ting insights. By setting 
his personal da.rk side in a world of light and love and laughter Shaw Nei lson 
brought a multi-dimensioned complexity of mood to his poetry. 
In responding to a world limited to his own sensory apparatus, Shaw Neilson 
displayed a pecu liar, and in a sense unique, attitude to the world of the eyes. The 
muscular disorder of the eyes he suffered rendered him nearly blind for the greater 
part of hii life. H e was only visually at peace when he worked in the cool greenery 
of the Mildura oranges. Therefore the visua l element in poetry, visual imagery, 
was of great importance, but perforce there was a lack of specific reference. 
J ames Devaney was greatly startled by the aged Shaw Neilson's a ttitude to la ndscape. 

I'll not forget a remark of his later when we were at Caloundra. One evening just 
after sunset we were on the hill where the lighthouse stands, and the shapes of the 
Glass H ouse M ountains, pillars and dom es and pyramids perfectly spaced and just 
the right distance away, rose out of a dull red light low along the horizon. I t was 
like a glimpse into som e mysterious Orien tal scene. I stopped and interrupted 
his talk a moment to draw attention to that famou s jJcmorama. H e looked for a 
little while and then muttered a brief comment, 'Ugly lumps!' I am sure that 
vision would once have stirred his poetic imagination; and yet he probably told th e 
truth about his natural insensibility to 'v iews'. The magic of Shaw N eilson does 
not run to landscape. 

The magic of John Shaw Neilson does not run to landscape, nor to visual specificity 
of any kind. In fact his semi-blindness engendered the "magical" properties of his 
poetry. The schoolgirls, the widows, the fiddlers, and the lovers who inhabit his 
world are not derived from specific observation. They are fantasy creatures of the 
mind, imagined humanity in imagined relationships, and only triggered off by a 
distant memory from the Penola years, or a dim vision seen in the streets of Foots
cray. This relationship between his poetry and his eyes ight is most strongly manifes t 
in his poetic obsession with the primary colours. H e was intensely aware of colour 
as colour, the whiteness of white and the greenness of green- he was quite unable 
to study the sub tle attachment of colour to objects. Therefore colours came to have 
symbolic meanings. Colours provided his emotiona l schemata in a way that one 
can only associate with such a poet as Marvell. This colour symbolism "works" in 
the best poetry of Shaw Neilson, because it is often surprising and yet inevitable, 
simple and yet of complex significance . 
Bad eyesight is often associated with a compensa tory hyper-sensitivity of hearing. 
Shaw Neilson possessed this acute sensitivity to sound, but it did not play any great 
role in his characteristic imagery. H e was more preoccupied with the vision he 
lacked and the eroticism he never experienced. 
His hypersensitivity of hearing led to a different and more technical kind of 
p reoccupation- an insistence that his and all poetry shou ld be mellifluous. This 
obsession was an all- inclusive one. 
When Neilson arrived in Melbourne in 1928 he just about gave up the wri ting 
of poetry. 

One thing that disappointed m e was that I had so very little leisure for writing verse. 
I th ink perhaps that it was not so much the want of leisure but the dreadful noise 
of the city which sto pped m e. 
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He told James Devaney that " his ears couldn' t stand a brass band inside a building 
or very close". He was a man of marked tolerance in al l his dealings with people, 
but he seemed to form his likes and dislikes on the sound of their voices. A shrill 
or penetrating voice produced in him an irresistible and illogical distaste for the 
person. 

On one afternoon he went off to his room and stayed there, lying on his bed. Nothing 
would shift him. This was rather embarrassing for all concerned, since the visitor 
had come a long distance especially to m eet him; but he had his own sufficient 

reason: 'I don't want to m eet that man again- ! can't stand his voice' . 
Such poetry as he heard later in his life he judged entirely by its sound. He could 
always hear the "bad words", and these offended him. The sound of Tennyson's 
"Lest we forget, lest we forget" irritated him immeasurably. 
H is own verse was composed not with pen and paper, but in the head. It would 
be dictated complete or in fragments, later to be added to. "Jack, you must be 
going off your onion" his ha iry-fisted fellow navvies would remark when they were 
asked to take down poetic dictation for him. On this. basis the poetry he began to 
write at the age of thirty did not come easily. A poem which took four years of 
floating in and out of his mind was not unusual. "Poor Poor Country" was some 
six years in the process of creation. The result of this procedure was the "epicene 
delicacy" of form and phrase which so appals the critic, A. D . Hope. A dislike of 
Neilson's. delicacy is not a critical reflection but a subjective prejudice. Delicacy and 
lyricism and mellifluousness of sound are as important in the creative achievements 
of poetry as Augustan formalism. It i when delicacy of, form and feeling topple 
over into sentimentalism and that bad lyric poetry results. 
Being the kind of man he was, given the kind of life he Jed, the study of Shaw 
Neilson's poetry is. almost purely and simply a matter of deciding the poems which 
succeed in themselves, and those which are bad. The trained academic poet is 
often incapable of writing a "bad" poem because he works according to strict literary 
disciplines. The lyrist, and more particularly the "untrained" lyrist can produce hit 
or miss results. No one knew this better than Shaw Neilson himself- he was acutely 
a ware that he worked with a dismally limited vocabulary and a purely instinctive 
knowledge of poetic forms. 
But the final worth of a poet is the result of his best work, not the fai lures, nor even 
the relationship of failures to successes. When all the elements coalesced in a single 
John Shaw Neilson poem, we have the most memorable lyric poetry written in 
Australia. The failures are to be acknowledged- but not at the expense of the 
achievements. This has to be the first principle in the criticism of this particular 
poet. Otherwise the work of Shaw Neilson is a sitting duck for any critic with a 
professional distaste for the lyric idiom. 

Illustrations of N eilson's poems by Charles Blackman. 
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THE ARTIST SPEAKS 

BRIAN SEIDEL 

You had an essentially academic training in art- to what extent has it been of value? 
The strongest influence during my art school yea rs was that of I vor H ele, who 
stressed the absol ute necessity for the development of skill in drawing and at the 
same time taught the painting manner of the traditionalists, such as Constable, 
Courbet, Corot, plus the more romantic overtones of Renoir and Manet. I have 
never regretted the demands put on me as a student in acquiring these basic, 
although academic, skills, however I am conscious of the narrow confines of my 
ea rly studies and very much regret the lack of breadth in my art training at a 
period we all realise to be especially formative. 
Can you enlarge on this " lack of breadth"? 

To begin with, there was a concentration on drawing and painting from life, from 
plaster casts in the antique room and occasionally from landscape. Students worked 
mainly within the media of oil paint, pencil and charcoal and genera lly were 
discouraged from much experimentation with media on the (I'm sure sincere ) 
belief that our prime aim was. to acquire sk ill and command technically sufficient 
to be articulate as artists at the end of a prescribed period. There were extremely 
limited opportunities in other fields, such as sculpture, printmaking and ceramics 
which might have provided the diversity of experience that I believe is tremendously 
important. Another vital omission concerned the study of the technical problems 
of the artist- for instance, how to prime a canvas, the properties of various media, 
their permanence or otherwise. 
Ho w important do you consider is this sjJecial understanding of materials? 

Of the utmost importance. We all know that the development of a style is 
intrinsically involved vvith the most thorough and complete understanding of one's 
craft, and a familiarity with the nature and special idiosyncrasies of tools and 
materials, so that there is an intuitive response within their handling. Only then 
can an expression in, say, water colour or ceramics be a direct statement, unhindered 
by basic or elemental problems. 

Wouldn' t this knowledge of materials come simply with experience and practice .? 

Not necessarily. To a certain extent it may and, of course, "practice" in any field 
will always increase ability, induce comprehension and eventually bring about a 
refinement of technique. But what an enormous waste of time is often incurred in 
the "teach yourself" or "trial and error" method when the facts can be taught 
concisely and thoroughly in a short space of time. Besides, I know of an SA painter 
who has for years used oil paint directly on to unprimed canvas, apparently not 
knowing that it will certainly and quickly deteriorate . 
In the lzght of this training and )lOUr subsequent activit;; as an artist and teacher 

between 1950 and 1961 , of w hat specia•l value or significance u·as your overseas 
experience? 
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To begin with, there was a complete break with environment and associations which 
in itself was refreshing and exciting. Also, by going to the U .S.A. (more so than 
to England ) there was an abrupt and immediately perceptible break with traditions, 
not only in the way of life, but also in the field of art. Art in the U.S. had years ago 
weaned itself from taking total nourishment from Europe and had made vigorous, 
independent growth to a stature and personality of distinction. So much so tha t 
at present in the U.S. there is such a tremendous activity and vitality in all fields 
it is impossible not to be caught up in its force. 
This was abundantly evident in the graduate school of fine arts at the State Univer
sity of Iowa, where, to my surprise, I found students of a far maturer age group 
than I had expected taking courses from specialist teachers of the highest calibre. 
I have talked before about the range, depth and quality of all the courses covering 
the many subjects in this art complex, so that all I need mention here is that I found 
myself to be fully absorbed in the total subject "Art"; for the first time in my life 
I had the opportunity to paint almost full time, certainly for the firs.t time I was 
involved fu ll- time in a creative atmosphere . More than anything, it was th is whole 
stimulating situation that established the worth and satisfaction of the study trip. 
Finally, I shared with anyone who goes abroad from Australia, the impact of seeing 
the abundance of world art that is available in museums as well as " in s.itu". 
Would you say that this sojourn had a direct effect on your painting? 
Most decidedly. To be specific I have been and still am deeply involved with 
impressions of the seasons as I experienced them in the Northern Hemisphere and 
especially in the prairie land of the Mid-West, which knew extreme variations in 
temperature and conditions between summer and winter. The harsh but very 
beautiful win ter made perhaps the most lasting impression, and I remain completely 
fascinated with the nuances of snow. However, a significant turn came about 
through contact with "new realism", where I saw the libera ting effect of abstraction 
being incorporated within the portrayal of realistic themes. My former methods 
of working were no longer adequate to the expression of new concepts and from 
the wealth of nevv stimuli there came the gradual evolvement of my current style. 
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"DISROBING," A LITHOGRAPH BY BRIAN SEIDEL. 

A print of which is in possession of The National Gallery. 
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ASSESSING THE WORK OF MODERN ART 

by Lisette Kohlhagen 

Today art is news, art is entertainment, it is the bounden duty of those who wo rk with 
pen, brush or c lay, or are entrusted to the distribution of art, to deve lop an 
understanding. 

People do not learn to enjoy pictures beca use they seldom look at them . And they 
seldom look at pictures because they have not learned to enjoy them. The public that 
does look and does enjoy is much larger than it was fifty years ago. 
Yet I doub t whether in every fifty persons ,,·ho have made the effort required for 
the appreciat ion of Bach, there is one 11·ho has similarly trained to the delight of 
R aphae l. 

Among the critics, the gallery directors and the collectors, those who have devoted 
much time to looking at pictures, the agreement is much wider I beli eve, than my 
objectors suppose. 
There would be fo und a consensus of opin ion as general as any that ex ists among 
persons similarly occupied with the art of literature. Modern critics are not more 
arbitory than the ir predecessors, they are merely more candid in their dependence 
upon a trained sensibility. 

Painting today is enormously more difficult to approach than ever before. The 
cause of this is that painters are now so seldom concerned with subjects which are 
intrinsically significant or attrac tive. 

It may be partly because the reaction agai nst the popular painting of th e 19th 
century has not yet exhausted itself, perhaps because the photographer has ta ken 
over some of the artist's old function , and the modern artist tries to achieve some
thing the camera cannot achieve in design, in rhythm and in colour. 
Good painters have always sought something beside the exact representation of 
appearances, and ·since the early years of the 20th century they have become less and 
less concerned as a rule with representation of any sort. 
T he "rules" that critics once pretended to apply were mostl y merely to rational ise 
their intuition, and if we have now ceased to apply such rules it is because they 
have been proved invalid. 
In the past, critics used to complain for instance that a figure vvas not anatomically 
correct, and the censure may have been justified. But if you applied this cri terion 
to frescoes of Giotto, these supreme masterpieces would have been condemned. 
T here is still the situation as we find it framing itself today in Australian artists 
versu the I know-what-I -likers . To a tra ined eye some of these p ictures are no 
more like works of art than Hansard is like verse, but laws of pictoria l composition 
cannot be reduced to r ules of thumb, a can laws of prosody. 
M any of today's con temporary painters are no more concerned as a rule, with 
imi ta ting anything in nature, than are composers of music. They concentrate upon 
constructing objects that delight by the formal relationship they contain. 
The Australian artist certainly has not much to fear from any direc t interference 
either in part of socie ty in general, or from the hands of bureaucracy. This lack 
of freedom still exists in some less free coun tries. 
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Contemporary Australian painters and painting have had remarkable success abroad. 
A vigorous strong nation is fully depicted in its art. Artists who have returned to 
Australia from abroad are Lawrence D aws, Louis J ames. The latter have recently 
purch ased a house in Woolahra, Sydney, which will be his headquarters in the future. 
"Disrobing" , a lithograph by Brian Seidel. A plint of which is in possess ion of the 
National Gallery. 

WONDERFUL ABSTRACT ART A 

ADVENTURE 

" Abstract art is a wonderful adventure. 
It i an absolute p roduct of the age, an 
interesting and exciting art form which 
holds a lesson even for the realistic 
painter." Thi s may not seem a startling 
observa tion, but it certainly becomes 
very interes ting when it comes from 
Llovd Rees, an artist noted for the qua lity 
of his representational works. ' 'I feel that 
a painting must a lwa ys have a motive and 
that is why I doubt I could eve r be an 
abstrac t artist" he says . H e fee ls an 
ar ti st must create, not just interpret . H e 
says he is a natu rally slow worker and 
that some pictures ha\·e taken as long as 
nine years to com plete, which is why he 
never gives demonstra tions- he wou ld not 
sa ti sfy himself or his studen ts . President 
of the Sydney Society of Artists, Rees, 69, 
is Lecturer in Art at the U ni versity of 
Sydney. In 1937 he was one of the three 
Au stra lian artists who received a Silver M edal m the Pa ri s Exposition. 

""WINEMAKERSJJ ART PRIZE 
The Vic torian Wine and Brandy Producers' Association has launched its "Wine
makers" Art Prize, 1965, entries for which must be received by the association no 
later than September 23 nex t year. 
Arti sts in a ll Sta tes are invited to enter, but ma y submit only one entry each . 
Entry forms a re available from The "Winema kers" Art Prize, Wine and Brandy 
Producers' Associa tion of Victoria, 184 Albert Road, South Melbourne. 
T he Director of the Melbourne National Ga llery, Eric vVestb rook, and M elbourne 
critic Alan M cC ulloch will be the judges. 
The terms of reference are interesting. Ar tists must depict "Some aspect of vine
yard, winery or cellar activity in Australia. 
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ALII ALIA 

• Back from London. Just back from years working in London, Louis James, who 
won the Wollongong open section art prize, and his wife have bought an old two
storied house in Woollahra, Sydney, a favourite haunt of artists. James intends to 
make the top half of the house, which was once the hotel "The Star of Freedom" 
into a spacious studio. Since his arrival back in Australia, James has had an 
exhibition in Newcastle, and the Art Gallery of New South Wales has bought one 
of his large paintings. 

• £5,000 Prize for Dobell. Sydney artist William Dobell is the first winner of 
the £5,000 Britannica Australia art award, the richest annual art award in the 
world. In announcing the award, Dr. Bernard Smith, Reader at the Department 
of Fine Arts at Melbourne University said the five-man committee making the 
award "felt it should be made to an artist whose work had made its impact not 
just among artistic circles, but to the Australian public at large. The award includes 
a gold medal and a citation for the artist's outstanding contribution to Australian art. 
Asked whether he would consider buying one of his own paintings with the award 
money, Dobell remarked "I don't think I could afford that, even now". 

• Albury Prize to Victorian. Roger Kemp, a Victorian artist, won the £200 
Albury City Council prize for an oil painting at the city's annual art exhibition with 
his entry "Australian Image" . Earlier Kemp had won the £50 Darcy Morris 
Memorial Prize for a scriptural subject conducted in association with the Blake 
Prize for religious painting. 

• S.A. Teacher's Win. A teacher at the S.A. School of Ar"t, Franz K empf, was 
awarded the Geelong Advertiser Prize for Graphic Art. His winning entry was 
part two of a series of aquatints called "Autumn Song" . Part one was recently 
bought by the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. The winning aquatint will 
be added to the collection of the Geelong Art Gallery. 

• Annois to Alice Springs. Len Annois spent a few days in Adelaide recently on 
his way to Alice Springs to paint a large mural for the ANZ Bank in Alice Springs. 

• Kotkoswki Mural for Melbourne. " Why should painters remain the only artists 
who still work with equipment developed in the middle ages" asks Stan O stoja
Kotkowski when talking about his new mural built on the face of the new BP 
building in Melbourne. The mural, which is attracting a great deal of attention, 
appears to have been cast of bronze in a foundry, but in fact it is a 52 ft. long 
steel and wire frame, fleshed with fibreglass and electroplated with a bronze skin. 
Electroplating bronze on fibreglass is something that has not been tried in Melbourne 
before. The mural is being regarded as an outstanding piece of work, not only as 
a work of design but also for Kotkowski's use of modern day materials. 
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ATHOL NICHOLAS 

by Ailsa Osborne 

Early this year I read with regret that Athol Nicholas had died in the Springbank 
Repatriation Hospital. My regret was twofold- first, the passing of such a gentle 
and lovable person filled me with sadness, and second, my sadness was more acute 
because I felt that an artist of considerable skill had left us without having received 
during his lifetime the true recognition he deserved. 
His competence in the use of pastels-a medium rarely practised in Australian art 
- made Athol Nicholas' work unique in Australia . 
I first met Athol some ten years ago when he called at my Gallery with a pastel in 
his hand. I recognised the work-and from the quiet dignity of the person, I 
guessed I was having the privilege of meeting the person whose work I had so 
admired in the past. This proved to be correct, and after an hour's persuasion, I 
was delighted to receive his assurance that I could hold an exhibition of his 
work. Unfortunately this didn't prove the case, due to illness which kept him away 
from his. precious pastels for some time. 
After his death it was my pleasure to mee t Mr. Frank Nicholas and his son (whose 
name, incidentally, was also Athol Nicholas ) who had come to Adelaide to handle 
the affairs of the late artist, and it was during this meeting when we were discussing 
Athol's great output of work during his lifetime, that the suggestion was made that 
perhaps an exhibition of his could still become a reality. 
Certainly the relisation of this dream was greater than the anticipation, and during 
the Exhibition which was held on 23rd June of this year, I felt proud to have had 
the opportunity of presenting to the peop le of Adelaide, work of such a high 
standard . The tremendous interest taken in this exhibition made me feel that the 
modest Athol would also have felt very proud of his life's achievement. 
Contrary to popular belief- Athol Nicholas was not an Englishman- he was third 
generation Australian, born in Gippsland in Victoria. His school days were spent 
in Melbourne, and he was doing his first year medical course when he enlisted with 
the 24th Btn., A.l.F. during World War I. 
After the war Athol attended the Slade Art School in London, and later spent 
some time in Europe specialising in genre work in pastels. 
There has always been a certain poetic refinement characteristic of his work which 
separated his work from that of other artists . H e was a prolific painter- but 
modesty- or natural reticence appeared always to prevent him from holding major 
exhibitions of his work. He held small exhibitions at Broken Hill, Hahndorf, Nara
coorte and also on one occasion at the South Australian Tourist Bureau, but none of 
these exhibitions brought him the prominence he deserved. 
I t was during the opening of the S.A. Tourist Bureau Exhibition by ethnologist Mr. 
Mountford, who said- "We who live in the comforts and safety of the cities are 
fortunate to have a man like Athol Nicholas whose urge to portray beauty is so 
great that it drives him into the remote and beautiful parts of our North, to live 
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-
for long periods at a time, in places seen by few, to give us the wealth of paintings 
you see today; these places can be reached only by experiencing hardship and 
often danger" . 

Athol Nicholas said he found that pastel suited the dry brittle atmosphere of the 
Far North out from the Flinders Ranges. On and off for three years he made his 
headquarters out from Maree towards Arckaringa, famous for its Bluffs. He spent 
eight months in the Alice Springs district where he found the change in a tmospheric 
tone and colour without any apparent cause, quite astonishing. H e would be 
painting, and with amazement find the picture in front of him no longer resembled 
the painting on the paper before him. H e spoke to a geologist up there, a keen 
photographer, who explained to Athol tha t there are almost always three layers 
of air- a cool current passing between two warm layers act a5 a refractor, and 
might in a second change the colour rays. 
Athol Nicholas, truly one of Nature's Gentlemen, li ved a life of quiet dignity, and 
appeared to have little use for money except for bare necessities for his work. During 
the recent exhibition I was amused to hear from one viewer who had been instru
mental in securing for Athol a job on a coastal steamer because he thought Athol 
between trips- would be able to find fresh fields to conquer with his passes a round 
the Australian coast. Some sixteen weeks after Athol accepted the job, this man 
had to remind him that there were 16 pay packets awaiting him at the shipping 
office! This seems typical of his attitude towards money. 
I have hea rd of people begging to buy a painting of Athol's-but of his refusal to 
sell because he felt the buyer didn' t have a true understanding of the work. 
On yet another occasion I heard of a woman who actually paid for a pastel, and 
Athol was to take it to her the following day, but when he saw the house into which 
the painting was to go, he handed back the money and took his pastel away! 
Most of the work sold during the recent exhibition- and it affords me much 
pleasure indeed to know that some of the best work of this first rate artist has found 
a home where it can be apprecia ted by so many people in the years to come. 

Queensland Bulletin 
Rolfe Gelling, president of the Cairns Art Society writes: 
"Perhaps the majority of today's foremost Australian painters are able to function 
happily and efficiently in the capital cities. From these the trend often is to aim at 
an extended period working and exhibiting overseas. ( 
Ray Crooke, however, is an exception to this rule, in as much as early experience 
of Far North Queensland during his war years there in the Army, has resulted in 
a final successful attempt to put down roots in that p art of the world. 
Overlooking the sea at Yorkey's Knob, a pleasan t small beach community, about 
10 miles north of Cairns, where he has a home and large studio he built himself, he 
finds he can live happily as a painter and as a fami ly man. 
Although North Queensland has always absorbed much of his mind and painting 
subject matter, he is anticipating with great interest the early opportunity to renew 
and enlarge his brief war years acquaintance with South Australia and West 
Australia . After visiting Adelaide for his November show at the Bonython Ga llery, 
he hopes to spend some weeks in Perth and more particularly in the country north 
of that city." 
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THE ART OF NOT USING PAINT 
by Filbert Hogg-Bristle 

Ruth Tuck's article on the uses of various metals, materials, newspapers and PVA 
in modern painting rang a loud bell. It reminded me of my friend Fred and his 
efforts to become recognised as an "artist" as distinct from "amateur" . 
Fred used to be a fairly competent artist. He bought good materials., held the 
brush the right way, and in his time, had received one or two gentle pats on the 
head from approving teachers. 
Then suddenly Fred changed. "I'm sick," he said, "of making trees look like trees 
and houses look like houses. I must get more soul into my pictures." 
Accordingly he collected together half a dozen half-used pots of enamel and, standing 
on the kitchen table, dribbled the contents creatively onto a piece of masonite on 
the floor. The result was ghastly and Fred, honest fellow, realised it. He jumped on 
the board in a frenzy, then carefully picked it up and hurled it through the open 
door. 
It was raining at the time, otherwise Fred would have gone out and kicked it round 
the yard. Instead, he took a hot bath and went to bed. 
Next morning, after the rain clouds had parted, he saw the result of his creativity. 
Big splotches of paint had been beaten into strange shapes by the rain. Fred framed 
it, called it "Waltz of the Flowers" and sold it for 20 guineas. 
At this point I received a free gift of brushes and three good painting knives. After 
all, who needs them? 
Fred's next masterpiece was to latch onto the current vogue of using chunks of 
newspaper in a game try at collage. Inspired by an art critic's prose he cut out 
two monkeys, pasted them down on a piece of hardboard and used the tops of two 
soup cans to look like space helmets. 
He hasn't sold this picture yet, but the title is most a propos-"Spatial Relations"
and a gift at 35 guineas. 
Now I'm worried. Fred has hired a trailer and gone out collecting material for his 
next picture. I shudder to think what it will be like or how he can preserve it 
for posterity. The title: "The Cow Paddock". 

LETTERS TO THE ED/TRESS 
Marie Tuck 

To The Editress 
I thought these notes might be of interest following the March issue of Kalori which 
I read containing the most interesting artiele about the late Marie Tuck. 
There is. a direct connection here in Applecross with that remarkable artist. Miss 
Tuck used to visit Applecross when she lived in Perth as mentioned in the article. 
I lived in Adelaide from 1937 onwards, and belonged to the Royal S.A. Society of 
Arts. Through relations in W.A. I got to know Miss Tuck. 
Later my brother, visiting from W.A., at her request went to Miss Tuck's studio 
at Frewville to select a religious painting for the Sanctuary in St. George's Church, 
Applecross. At that time Miss Tuck was presenting her paintings to religious 
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organisations. The subject chosen for St. George's depicts Christ healing the sick. 
The composition is very striking, the colours glow and the numerous figures fall into 
a perfect arrangement. · The painting, of course, is used as a reredos, and the eye 
never tires of looking at it. I expect Ruth Tuck's cousins faces are depicted in 
thi picture. 
The Perth Art Gallery has Marie Tuck's big canvas "The Fish Market" which I 
understand has been exhibited in the Paris Salon. Miss Tuck was very kind to 
me when I was in Adelaide. I remember the little blue gate and the cups of tea. 
The last time I saw Miss Tuck was in a nursing home. She was very frail, but as of 
old, mentally a lert. 
My sister-in-law, Mrs. B. R. Southern, is having copies of Ruth Tuck's article made 
to distribute to friends, especially in the Applecross Parish. 

MURIEL M . MEIKLE, 
Applecross, W.A. 

Victor Harbour Art Group 
To the Editress, 
I always get pleasure from each Kalori issue as I feel it keeps me in touch with 
my earlier Art School friends, besides keeping me up with the art world as seen 
from S.A. 
I was very interested in the article about 
mine and my family's at Port Willunga. 
brother was in his retrospective art show. 

Horace Trenerry as he was a friend of 
I believe a portrait he painted of my 

As I am leader of an art group in Victor Harbour, I thought you might be 
interested in its conception and activiti es . Seven years ago I was asked to design 
and paint a backdrop for the "Gondoliers". The request came from Rex Rowe who 
was stage manager for the South Coast Choral Society. Their previous artist was 
ill and so I , without any experience in such work, was given little more than a 
fortnight to complete it. The following year the same group produced "Chu Chin 
Chow" and I again painted and designed the sets . 
After so many hours of work it was suggested that for nex t yea r's production I 
form an art group to assist me. H ence our art group came into being. Very few 
of the members had any previous experience of painting and drawing so I had to 
start from scratch. I tried to incorporate in the weekly lesson perspective, light 
and shade, still life, landscape from na ture, and a little portrait work. I feel the 
art class has achieved its original purpose and more. 
A by-product of the art group is an annua l art show of landscapes, still lifes and 
odd portraits which have accumulated through our practice in these fields. 
For the Victor Harbour first Festival of Arts, the group assisted by Stephen Heysen, 
arranged an art show with a loan collection from the Art Gallery, p lus some of 
our own work in an annexe. John Dowie honoured us by performing the opening 
ceremony. Since then various members have become quite efficient artists and many 
have so ld quite a number of their paintings. In fact, the enthusiasm for crea ting 
their own individual works of art, has weaned some members away from the 
original idea of painting backdrops. 
Last year in response to the art group's request to the Adult Education Centre, 
Mary Milton came down to Victor Harbour and gave us a full day's tuition. 
Perhaps with further outside interest we might rise to even greater achievements. 

(Mrs.) Glenys Stephens. 


